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SUMMARY OF IMPLEMENTATION PROJECT 
 
 

 
The two-year implementation project of the JCCI City Finances study began in mid-summer 
2009, precisely at the time of the “official end” of The Great Recession, which made the City of 
Jacksonville’s financial crisis considerably worse than when the study was launched the 
previous fall.  As the implementation phase commenced, however, optimism was high that the 
worst of the worldwide financial downturn was behind us, and with a focused approach to the 
City’s specific problems, significant progress could be realized. 
 
Now, more than two years later, Jacksonville continues to suffer many of the effects of the 
Great Recession – indeed, for many in our community, it is impossible to distinguish any 
difference now from conditions at the recession’s height.  For example, the unemployment rate 
in Jacksonville remains in double digits; property values continue to decline; foreclosures 
continue to soar; and per capita income has fallen. 
 
These conditions have made it nearly impossible for Jacksonville to begin digging itself out of its 
sizable financial hole, particularly since residential and commercial property tax revenues – by 
far the City’s largest single source of revenue – continue to decline.  Balancing the City budget 
over the past two years has largely been an exercise in “treading water.”  Faced with falling 
revenues, there simply has not been enough money available to maintain services at previous 
levels, much less enough to consider expediting a pay down of the soaring unfunded liabilities 
on the employee pension plans which seriously threaten the City’s financial sustainability.    
 
Even with a modest millage rate increase in fiscal years 2010 and 2011, total revenues declined, 
forcing a reduction in general fund expenditures.  The recently approved 2012 budget, balanced 
without any tax or fee increases, required even more belt-tightening in a city that already ranks 
near the bottom state-wide on the funding of services.      
 
While millage rate and/or fee increases offset this in some years, the full impact is felt in years 
when no such increases are forthcoming, necessitating accelerated belt-tightening measures 
that negatively impact city services.  Additional revenue is clearly needed, but it is 
understandable that raising taxes and fees can be viewed as unreasonable at a time when 
unemployment rates are so high and so many citizens are struggling to make ends meet.    
It remains unclear how long it will be before real estate values begin to rise again, thereby 
increasing property tax revenues and providing the City with some much-needed financial 
flexibility. 
 
In spite of the global economic conditions that have temporarily forestalled progress on most 
aspects of Jacksonville’s financial turn-around, a number of positive steps have been taken over 
the past two-plus years to address the recommendations in the City Finances study.   
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The 48-member City Finances Task Force, which I was privileged to lead, was divided into four 
subcommittees with each assuming responsibility for one or more of the study’s 
recommendations.  The subcommittees met separately on numerous occasions, including many 
individual meetings with a wide range of stakeholders, elected officials, and prominent civic 
leaders throughout the area.  All four subcommittees of the full Task Force came together 
periodically to share information. 
 
This Final Implementation Report reflects the hard work and dedication of the Task Force 
throughout its two-year term.  Despite the difficult economic climate enveloping Northeast 
Florida throughout our project, we were gratified that five of the seven recommendations were 
either fully or partially implemented.  In particular, significant progress was realized on the 
recommendations dealing with restoring the public trust through greater transparency in City 
government, improved accountability and oversight, and increased public involvement in the 
budget process. 
 
As is customary in JCCI implementation projects, the Task Force frequently deflects credit for 
accomplishments to the individuals or organizations assisting in the work.  More often than not, 
the work of Task Force members is conducted behind the scenes and without fanfare, but their 
contributions in influencing positive outcomes are unquestioned.  Such was the case with the 
members of the City Finances Task Force.   
 
So, at the conclusion of our two-year project, where is Jacksonville on the long road to financial 
sustainability?  As noted above, significant progress has been made in restoring the public trust 
in the governing process, a necessary building block if elected leaders are to be successful in 
resolving the complex financial issues facing the City of Jacksonville.   
 
Since continued revenue shortfalls face the City for the next several years until a meaningful 
rebound begins in property values, it will be difficult until then to achieve a better balance 
between revenue increases and reduced expenditures.  The City will face annual challenges in 
budgeting and, inevitably, continued reductions in city services, already at disappointingly low 
levels compared to other comparable cities in Florida (i.e., Jacksonville spends less per capita on 
nearly all city services than all other comparable cities in the state). 
 
The largest threat to the City’s financial health remains the huge unfunded liability in the 
employee pension programs, last reported to be over $1.6 billion and requiring an ever greater 
funding contribution from the City with each passing year.  In truth, the unfunded liability is 
considerably larger due to obsolete and/or inaccurate actuarial assumptions.  Once a new 
actuarial study is completed this fall, we will have a more accurate assessment of just how deep 
the abyss really is. 
 
 Currently, the amount required to fund the pension plans is $118 million, nearly 12 percent of 
the entire General Fund budget.  If left unattended, the required funding amount is expected to 
grow to $180 million by 2016 and to $350 million by 2026.  Needless to say, massive reductions 
in city services, and, ultimately, financial insolvency could be the result. 
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Throughout the two-year term of our Task Force, Jim Rinaman’s Pensions subcommittee 
worked effectively with elected leaders and other stakeholders in helping to raise awareness of 
the dire need for meaningful pension reform that can reduce the unfunded liability to a 
manageable level.   In addition, Jim and Steve Rankin participated in an advisory capacity on 
Mayor Brown’s Pension Transition Committee this past summer.    
 
To their credit, former Mayor Peyton and the Trustees of the Police and Fire Pension Fund 
found some level of agreement last spring and put forward a proposal (still pending before City 
Council) for reforms that are estimated to eventually result in as much as $750 million in 
savings to the City.  Since the reforms would apply only to new employees, however, they 
would have negligible impact on the unfunded liability for 30 years or so.  The City would face 
financial calamity long before these reforms had any appreciable effect.  Likely required 
therefore are pension reform measures that will apply to all employees, not just new hires, so 
that the impact on the unfunded liability begins to be realized in the short term. 
 
Since a number of City Council members recognize this, there is reluctance on the part of some 
to approve the proposal currently before them, fearing that once they approve a pension 
reform proposal, it will be difficult to muster the political will to do it again in the next year or 
two when a more meaningful set of reform measures will hopefully have been negotiated 
between Mayor Brown and the unions.  Others, including Council President Stephen Joost, 
argue that “something is better than nothing”, and approval of the current proposal should not 
preclude a second round of pension reform in the near future.   
 
We were encouraged by the tone of the Transition Committee’s Final Report to Mayor Brown 
(Appendix 1), and it left little doubt as to the urgency of serious pension reform.  Jim and Steve 
have agreed to continue in an advisory role if, as expected, the Pension Committee is retained 
to advise the Mayor going forward.  Mayor Brown has clearly made pension reform one of the 
early priorities of his administration, so we are optimistic that significant progress can be made 
in the next couple of years.  If so, the City will have taken a significant step toward financial 
sustainability for the foreseeable future.  If not….let’s just say that “if not” is not a viable option. 
 
Finally, I remain highly optimistic that a significant community visioning process, one of the 
most note-worthy recommendations in the City Finances study, will be implemented next year.  
A shared community vision is necessary in order to establish and prioritize long-term goals 
based on the desires of Jacksonville’s citizens.  San Antonio’s recent six-month visioning process 
(SA 2020, facilitated by JCCI) is a shining example of citizen engagement in planning the future 
of their community.  It is important that our citizens and elected officials come together to 
develop a similar vision that can provide a road-map in the years ahead.    
 
 
My sincere thanks go to all of the individuals who participated on the City Finances Task Force, 
and particularly to the subcommittee chairs (John Anderson, Jack Diamond, Pat Hannan, and 
Jim Rinaman).  Their dedication to the project and keen interest in the future welfare of our City 
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were truly representative of community stewardship at the highest level.   Our work is far from 
completed, but with continued commitment, we can and will eliminate the financial cloud that 
precipitated the JCCI study more than three years ago. 
 
 
    J.F. Bryan IV 
    Chair 

City Finances Study and Implementation Task Force 
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND OUTCOMES OF ADVOCACY EFFORTS 
 
 

PART 1 – JACKSONVILLE’S FINANCIAL CRISIS 
 
Recommendation 1:  Increase Revenue and/or Reduce Expenditures 
 If the City is to provide services in accordance with local community expectations and at 
 levels compatible with similar communities nationally, Jacksonville’s City Council must  

raise revenues, by increasing the millage rate and/or examining the untapped sources of 
revenue listed on page 30 of this report.  At this time, the City is near its limit on the 
amount of new debt it can take on while maintaining favorable bond ratings.  The 
alternative, if the community and City Council are unwilling to increase revenues, is to cut 
services and benefits in a city that already ranks near the bottom state-wide on the 
funding of services.  The Mayor and City Council should not finance an operating budget, 
including capital maintenance, by increasing debt and future financial obligations. 
 
Results: 
As noted in the preceding summary, property tax revenues have continued to fall in 
each of the three budget years during which the City Finances implementation project 
was conducted.  This resulted in the requirement to eliminate revenue shortfalls by 
some combination of tax and fee increases, plus budget cuts.  In the 2009-10 fiscal year 
budget, the shortfall was $53 million; in 2010-11, $45 million; and in 2011-12, $65 
million.  These shortfalls are due to rising costs but largely to increasing employee costs, 
particularly health insurance and pension obligations. 
 
Because the property tax base eroded throughout the implementation period, the City 
was left “treading water” in its annual requirement to produce a balanced budget.  Little 
could be done beyond filling the shortfalls. Until property taxes begin to rebound, this 
trend is certain to continue, leaving little or no breathing room to begin other projects, 
such as improving city services or drawing down the unfunded liability of the pension 
funds.  So, the City has technically accomplished what Recommendation 1 called on it to 
do by increasing taxes and fees while reducing expenditures; but, for reasons beyond 
the City’s control, this has done little or nothing in three budget cycles to expedite a 
move toward financial sustainability. 
 
In the 2009-10 City budget, the property tax rate was increased from 8.48 Mills to 9.27, 
the “rollback rate” which ensured that property tax revenues would equal those of the 
prior year.  With a $53 million shortfall to fill, an increase in garbage and franchise fees 
was also approved, plus a 3% across-the-board reduction in departmental budgets. 
 
A year later, the property tax rate was again increased to 10.03 Mills, although less than 
the “rollback rate” of 10.12 requested by Mayor Peyton and still the lowest millage rate 
among Florida metropolitan areas.  To erase the $45 million shortfall, additional budget 
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cuts were enacted.  In the recently-approved 2011-12 City budget, there were no tax or 
fee increases to help alleviate the $65 million shortfall, so additional cuts were 
appropriated, including some to such important programs such as Jacksonville Journey 
and the public library system. 
 
Elected on a no-tax increase platform, Mayor Brown was successful in producing a 
balanced budget without tax or fee increases, but it is clear that city departments are 
now operating at bare-bones levels, and without significant additional revenue, next 
year’s budget, again facing a significant revenue shortfall, will reduce the City’s ability to 
fund services even further. 
 
John Anderson’s Subcommittee, which was assigned Recommendation 1, concluded in 
related discussions that the City should move toward multi-year budgeting in order to 
provide additional perspective and analysis necessary to address the financial challenges 
facing Jacksonville.  Specifically, they suggested changing to a two-year operating and 
capital budget cycle with provisions for an out-year planning forecast of an additional 
three years.   
 
Mayor Peyton was reluctant to consider a two-year budget cycle, noting that in an 
election year (which was approaching when this recommendation was made), the 
second of a two-year budget could constrain a new mayor with a budget he did not 
produce.  We were pleased, however, that beginning in fiscal year 2009-10, the City did 
begin five-year financial forecasting for the first time, thus taking the budgeting process 
to an important new level.  The City has continued the five-year projections since (see 
Appendix 6). 
 
Evaluation: Final evaluation pending and depends on what steps City takes once a 

turn-around in the property tax base occurs. 

 
 
Recommendation 2:    Fund Infrastructure Requirements 

To sufficiently fund new and existing infrastructure requirements, the City of Jacksonville 
should return to its historical policy of dedicating at least 1 Mill of property tax revenues 
to capital maintenance. 

 
 Results: 

Early in its deliberations, the Task Force learned that the City of Jacksonville’s 
categorization of “capital maintenance” is a fairly broad-based definition that includes 
Capital Improvement Projects (CIP’s), Information Technology, and Fleet Replacement 
(including traffic lights, etc.).  Total annual needs for the three categories, assuming an 
additional amount for new projects, can be as much as $75 million, significantly more 
than the value of 1 Mill of property tax revenue ($52 million in 2009). 
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The city schedules capital improvement projects in five-year intervals to meet the city’s 
infrastructure needs and to comply with state mandated growth management. Through 
City Ordinance, this is done every year as part of the budgeting process. The city  
budgeted $163,904,636 in capital improvements for fiscal year 2010-11. 
 
Mickey Miller, the City’s CFO until the recent change in administrations, explained in 
2009 that funding necessary for the City’s five-year Capital Improvement Plan was 
approximately $500 million on $25 billion of assets.  To cover that cost, the City bonded 
$85 million of new borrowings in each of the subsequent five years to pay for most of 
the CIP. 
 
In an economic climate that requires intense scrutiny of every line item in order to 
balance the City’s budget, we found little appetite at City Hall for relinquishing any 
flexibility by segregating a designated amount of money for capital maintenance, 
particularly when it would actually take 1.3 – 1.5 Mills to cover the current annual cost. 

Evaluation:    Not Implemented  x 
 
Recommendation 3:  Eliminate Unfunded Pension Liability & Share Risks 

With more than $1.3 billion in combined unfunded liabilities among three city employee 
pension plans, the City Council must act to appropriately fund each plan according to 
nationally accepted standards and implement policies that promote long-term 
sustainability, such as: 

 Exploring expanded funding opportunities to pay down existing funding liabilities, 
such as Pension Obligation Bonds (which would restructure existing liabilities 
rather than accrue new debt), dedicated millage increases, transfer of City-
owned real estate, or allocation of windfall (one-time) revenues to lower pension 
debt; 

 Eliminating the future use of pension reserves as an alternative source for 
funding for annually required City pension contributions (no more “pension 
holidays”); 

 Placing a moratorium on all pension benefit enhancements until the pension 
funds are appropriately funded; and 

 Establishing a different retirement plan for new hires (creating a two-tier pension 
system) to allow for greater sharing of risk in pension investments, exploring a 
mix of both Defined Contribution and Defined Benefit plans. 

 
Results: 
From the outset of the City Finances study, it was apparent that Jacksonville’s Unfunded 
Actuarial Accrued Liability (UAAL) was the true “elephant in the room” in regard to the 
City’s financial crisis.  If it is not sufficiently reduced over the next decade or so, it won’t 
matter what else is accomplished to support financial sustainability…the City will 
eventually drown in a sea of pension debt.  If left unchecked, the City’s projected total 
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pension contributions will soar to $350 million by 2026, over three times the current 
obligation (Appendix 8). 
 
After several months of fact-finding and deliberations, Jim Rinaman’s pensions 
subcommittee set forth a series of options to then-Mayor Peyton and City Council 
members designed to address the pension issue, as follows: 
 
 
 

1. Pension Reform Options 
- Adopt a minimum funding percentage target –  
No future benefit enhancements should be considered until the target is 
reached (minimum discussed by the Subcommittee is 100% funding; 
desirable goal is 120% which would provide a cushion during declining 
financial markets). 
- Adjust the employee contribution level to a higher percentage of 

salary – 
Employees currently contribute 8% of salary in the General Employee and 

Corrections Officers plans, and 7% of salary in the Police & Fire fund.- ---

Adjust upward minimum age/years of service requirements for retiring –

Police & Fire:  Currently 20 years of service regardless of age.  Applying a 

minimum age of 52, as Mayor Peyton proposed, represents a positive 

step. 

General Employees:  Currently 30 years of service regardless of age; or 20  

 years of service at age 55; or 5 years of service at age 65. 

- Modify retirement benefits received – 
For example, reductions in the percentage of salary received in 
retirement could be considered, particularly for new employees.  The 
maximum pension benefit is currently 80% of salary for each of the three 
plans. 
- Eliminate the guaranteed return on deferred retirement account 

balances – 
The current annual interest rate guarantee provided to DROP plan 
account balances is 8.4%.   
- Adopt “defined contribution” plan or “hybrid” plan for new employees 

to better share the risk – 
A significant portion of private sector companies have switched from 
defined benefit plans to defined contribution plans (401(k)’s, etc.) over 
the past 20 years.  Commonly referred to as a “two-tier” plan since it 
would apply only to new prospective employees and not those have been 
enrolled in the pension system.    
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- Provide “defined contribution” option to employees covered under 
existing plans- 

Similar to Florida Retirement System’s “Investment Plan”, which provides 
state employees the option of participating in the traditional FRS defined 
benefit plan, or a 401(k) plan.  For those employees who will not be 
employed long enough to reach minimum years of service requirements, 
the defined contribution option can be attractive. 
- Explore possibility of new employees being covered by Florida 

Retirement System program rather than Jacksonville’s. 
 

The subcommittee also attended meetings during 2010 of the City 
Council’s Special Committee on Pension Sustainability…this committee 
subsequently ceased meeting when it became apparent there was little 
they could accomplish since the collective bargaining process would 
extend well into 2011. 
 

2. Expediting reduction of the unfunded liability.   
Result - Pension reform options contemplated above will take 20-30 
years to begin to have an appreciable impact on the rapidly escalating 
unfunded liability if they apply only to new hires.  Attention must 
therefore be given to paying down the liability…the subcommittee 
provided several options for doing so in its meetings with Mayor Peyton 
and City Council leaders in the spring of 2010.  Among the options were: 
 
- Dedicated millage amount – 
A prescribed amount of property taxes (e.g., 1-2 Mills) could be dedicated 
to the unfunded liability, in excess of the city’s minimum required annual 
pension contribution. 
- Pension Obligation Bonds – 
If bonds can be purchased at a low interest rate and earn a high rate of 
return, they can be lucrative.  POB’s are risky, however, since they 
substitute long-term contingent liability for current debt. 
- Transfer of City-owned real estate – 
The transfer by the City of some of its real estate holdings to the Police & 
Fire Pension Plan (e.g., Jake Godbold City Hall Annex) can be potentially 
attractive under the right circumstances.  Careful consideration must be 
given, however, to each property’s future potential to the City in order to 
avoid eliminating future revenue producers. 
- Financial Windfalls –  
Though none are on the near-term horizon, one-time revenue windfalls 
should be allocated to help pay down the unfunded pension liability. 
- Increase investment flexibility – 
Jacksonville’s public pension plans are burdened by more restrictive 
investment options than Florida statutes require.  Allowing more options 
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could, assuming wise investment decisions are made, provide greater 
diversification and potentially greater returns. 
 

In May, 2011, shortly before he left office, Mayor Peyton and Trustees of the Police & 
Fire Pension Fund jointly offered a pension reform proposal they estimated would 
ultimately save the City $750,000. However, because proposed modifications to benefits 
would apply only to new hires, no significant impact on the unfunded pension liability 
would be realized for 30 years or so.  The City would face dire financial consequences 
before then, so while any pension reform is a step in the right direction, this proposal, if 
approved, can only be viewed as a first step that would need to be followed with 
additional reform measures that would have a more immediate impact. 
 
As noted in the summary at the front of this document, City Council action on Mayor 
Peyton’s proposal has been delayed several times since it was introduced last spring, 
and it was recently tabled yet again until January, 2012.  Some Council members are 
reluctant to act on a proposal that represents only a first step, recognizing that it may be 
difficult to amass enough political will to revisit the issue when a potentially stronger 
package of pension reform measures is negotiated by Mayor Brown, the employee 
unions, and the Police & Fire Pension Fund. 
 
We remain optimistic that Mayor Brown is fully attuned to the urgency of meaningful 
pension reform, and he has made it one of his priorities early in the new administration.  
Once he has completed his plan for reorganization of City Hall, we are confident he will 
delve into pension reform with his full attention. 
 
The Mayor’s Transition Committee on Pensions – on which Jim Rinaman and Steve 
Rankin participated – clearly understood the depth of the problem and provided a series 
of strong options in its final report (see Appendix 1).  Of particular note was the 
Committee’s recognition that for the unfunded liability to be reduced in a timely 
fashion, pension benefits modifications will have to apply to existing employees, not just 
new hires.  
 
The Transition Committee also focused on governance issues with respect to the scope 
of responsibility of the Police and Fire Pension Fund (PFPF), noting that in some 
important respects, there exist apparent conflicts of interest that could have long-term 
financial consequences. Not only do the Trustees of the PFPF oversee all investments in 
the Fund, but they also have historically proposed, negotiated, and lobbied for city 
legislation stipulating increases in retroactive and future benefits for PFPF participants.  
A more open and transparent process would be in order, as well as a thorough review 
by the City of the proper limitations of the role of the PFPF to avoid conflicts of interest.   
 
It is important that Mayor Brown take a firm, unwavering position in regard to 
meaningful pension reform.  The Transition Committee’s report provides a good road 
map for effectively dealing with the most significant financial issue the City has ever 
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faced, provided Mayor Brown and City Council members are prepared to take and 
maintain difficult and sometimes unpopular political positions.  This is such a critical 
matter to the City’s future that it will not be acceptable to say we tried our best and 
failed.  Charting a sustainable course through pension reform that touches every 
employee is necessary. 
 

Evaluation:  Partially Implemented  Ѳ 
   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PART 2 – THE PUBLIC TRUST 
 
Recommendation 1:         Developing Long-Term Community Vision and Define Core Functions 

To develop a shared process that defines City functions and priorities, in addition to a 
long-term financial vision for Jacksonville, the Mayor and City Council should: 

 Outline their vision for the City’s roles, responsibilities, and priorities for public 
review and discussion on a continuing basis. 

 Convene citizens in a broad community engagement process, similar to that used 
for Jacksonville Insight that invites wide-spread citizen participation to discuss 
the role of government as outlined by the Mayor and City Council, and reach 
consensus on community expectations for City services and the willingness of 
citizens to pay for those services.   

 Periodically reconvene the community to review and revise the long-term vision 
of the role of government, expectations for services, and the financial 
sustainability of the City. 

 
Results:  
Subcommittee A, chaired by Jack Diamond, worked diligently throughout the 
implementation period to find a way to move forward with a broad-based, community 
visioning project for reaching consensus on citizen expectations for priorities of City 
government.  After several months of discussions, the group proposed a visioning 
project similar to the 1992 Jacksonville Insight model, executed under the leadership of 
Mayor Ed Austin.  Several potential sponsoring organizations were approached during 
2010, but no group agreed to take on the responsibility of organizing and funding the 
project.  
 
In recent months, Task Force Chair J.F. Bryan and then-Chair of the JCCI Board of 
Directors Bill Mason approached officials of The Community Foundation in Jacksonville 
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about that organization spearheading the visioning effort in Duval County.  JCCI recently 
completed facilitation work on a similar six-month project in San Antonio, TX (SA 2020), 
the results of which were enthusiastically received by the entire community.  San 
Antonio Mayor Julian Castro, who guided the SA 2020 project, was keynote speaker at 
the JCCI Annual Meeting in September, 2011, explaining to more than 300 in attendance 
the significance of a citizen-based visioning project and how SA 2020 helped galvanize 
San Antonians to support the community vision it produced. 
 
With glowing positive results from the San Antonio experience to demonstrate the high 
value of such a project, we remain hopeful that The Community Foundation will 
ultimately agree to serve as the umbrella organization under which a similar visioning 
exercise can be executed in Jacksonville.  If not, Mr. Bryan, recognizing the high 
importance of a visioning project here, has pledged to continue work to identify an 
appropriate organization to host Jacksonville 2025 (see Appendix 2), the equivalent of 
SA 2020.  While Mayor Alvin Brown supports the concept of a community visioning 
project, there is simply no funding available from the City budget, which was balanced 
for fiscal year 2012 only after numerous cutbacks and staffing layoffs in all areas of City 
government. 
 

Evaluation:   Implementation Pending but Certain to Occur √   
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Recommendation 2:  Establish Benchmarks and Weigh Outcomes 

Based on a clearly stated set of roles and priorities for City government, the Mayor and 
City Council should establish and make publicly available explicit financial and operating 
goals together with appropriate performance standards (i.e., “benchmarks”) for use in 
evaluating actual performance.  This level of accountability is critical for providing 
citizens with a tool to help determine the effectiveness of local government as well as 
the efficient use of taxpayer dollars.  As part of developing this performance 
measurement system, the City of Jacksonville should participate in state and national 
organizations, such as the Florida Benchmarking Consortium, which allow cities to 
compare performance in key areas with other cities known for delivering high levels of 
service with high efficiency. 
 
Results:    
Under Mayor John Delaney, the City of Jacksonville was actively developing a strong 
internal performance measurement system at the time of the millennium.  In 2001, this 
level of commitment resulted in Jacksonville being awarded the Governor’s Sterling 
Award, the state’s most prestigious award for performance excellence.  The Sterling 
Award application process is rigorous, and a team of six to eight examiners completes 
an independent review of each application. They then meet for two days to come to 
consensus on their findings of strengths and opportunities for improvement, and to 
prepare for a substantial five- to six-day site visit.  
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On site, the examiners interview employees at all levels of the organization, review 
additional documents and results to verify and clarify the original application. Finally, 
they prepare a detailed written feedback report highlighting key strengths and 
opportunities for improvement for future organizational planning.  The Sterling Panel of 
Judges selects organizations that have successfully implemented the Sterling Criteria 
across the organization, and these recipients are recognized at the annual Governor’s 
Sterling Award Banquet.  

With this solid level of commitment to performance measurement, it was natural for 
the City of Jacksonville to become a charter member in 2004 of the Florida 
Benchmarking Consortium (FBC), an intra-state collaboration of Florida local 
governments seeking to improve the delivery of local government services through the 
use of performance measurement data and proven benchmarking tools and techniques.  
Since its inception, the FBC has become a model for other regional consortiums of this 
kind across the country.   The FBC currently collects annual performance data from its 
membership in 17 service areas.  Final data sets are shared among FBC members, 
providing an important tool for comparing performance in all 17 areas against 
comparable cities and counties. 
 
Unfortunately, Mayor John Peyton, who may not have been convinced of the 
importance of internal performance measurement early in his administration in 2003, 
bowed a year or so later to the wishes of many of his senior advisors and department 
heads.  They argued that the Sterling Award application process should be eliminated 
since it was too time-consuming and represented an inefficient use of their time.  Not 
only was the Sterling process eliminated, but the internal performance measurement 
system being developed was also disbanded, and the City of Jacksonville withdrew from 
the FBC after only a year as a member.   Jacksonville went from an emerging leader 
statewide in performance measurement at the local level to a non-participant. 
 
Such was the situation when Pat Hannan’s Task Force subcommittee began its work in 
2009, advocating for a return to internal performance measurement at City Hall and 
revived membership in the Florida Benchmarking Consortium.  The work was not easy 
since many of the staff members and department heads who had favored the 
dismantling of the performance measurement system five years earlier were still 
working for the City of Jacksonville. 
 
Recognizing the need for improved transparency and public accountability following the 
release of JCCI’s City Finances Study in the summer of 2009, important steps began 
taking shape under Mayor Peyton with regard to a renewed commitment to 
performance measurement and benchmarking.  New software implemented by the City 
allows those interested to track spending of various departments, obtain related 
statistics and see how the City is meeting various performance measures.  Providing 
detailed financial information on the myjaxbudget.com website opens the City’s 
financial landscape to interested citizens on a department by department basis.  
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Finally, in 2010, after several months of discussions between Pat Hannan’s 
subcommittee and COJ officials, Mayor Peyton agreed to rejoin the FBC the City had left 
soon after it had become a charter member in 2004.  The subcommittee and our entire 
Task Force were indeed pleased that Mayor Peyton had seemingly come full circle on 
the importance of performance measurement, albeit near the end of his administration. 
 
Recently, the issue of FBC membership has risen again.  Recognizing that Mayor Brown’s 
staff probably had not yet focused on this in the busy months since his inauguration, the 
Task Force wanted to emphasize the need for a continued commitment to performance 
measurement.  With the annual FBC membership fee ($1,000) due in November, J.F. 
Bryan and Pat Hannan authored a letter on October 6 to Mayor Brown (Appendix 3), 
explaining the importance of retaining FBC membership. Ms. Hannan followed up with a 
personal plea to one of the Mayor’s senior advisors, but we were recently advised that 
the City has decided to forego FBC membership in 2012, preferring to consider it again a 
year from now when the reorganization at City Hall has been completed. 
 
This situation clearly demonstrates that just because an effective system is put in place 
during one mayoral administration does not necessarily mean it will translate to the 
next.  During Steve Rankin’s recent keynote address to the FBC’s Fall Conference – for 
which JCCI was selected because of the City Finances Task Force’s effective work with 
the City - he learned first-hand that Jacksonville is not the only city facing the issue of 
continuity from one administration to the next.  Only in those communities with a 
“weak mayor” form of government, where a city manager transcends administrations, is 
this not an issue. Several of the cities attending the FBC Conference were, in fact, 
returning members from “strong mayor” communities who had been on the sidelines 
during their last mayoral administrations. 
  

 Evaluation:  Implemented  √ 

 
 
Recommendation 3:  Invite Greater Transparency and Public Involvement 

The City of Jacksonville should revise its budget processes to allow for meaningful citizen 
input.  Specifically: 

 The Mayor and City Council should solicit input on budget priorities early in the 
budget development process through budget workshops, public forums and 
interactive media, such as the internet; and 

 The Jacksonville City Council should hold its committee meetings at times that are 
more accessible to the public and ensure opportunities for participation and 
adequate time for public comment. 
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Results:   
In the fall of 2009 and winter of 2010, Subcommittee A (chaired by Jack Diamond), 
worked with Adam Hollingsworth and Kerri Stewart of Mayor Peyton’s senior staff to 
assist in the development of a first-ever citizen engagement program for increasing 
awareness of and participation in the City’s budget process.  The primary components of 
the program were:  (a) a series of Budget Workshops designed to educate and inform 
citizens about the City’s budget process and individual department functions (see 
Appendix 4); and (b) a newly-designed, user-friendly website, MyJaxBudget.com, which 
provided detailed budget-related information for each City department in an open, 
transparent format.  Both were direct results of Task Force advocacy efforts and 
represented significant steps forward in addressing the need for greater transparency 
and public involvement in the budget process.  Simultaneously, City Council President 
Richard Clark initiated a series of Town Hall meetings on the budget which provided 
additional opportunities for citizen participation in a different format than the Mayor’s 
budget workshops (Appendix 5). 
 
The Budget Workshops program was continued in 2011, with five 2-hour sessions held 
in February through April.  The format of the workshops was similar to the prior year’s, 
with officials of each City government department on hand to provide detailed 
explanations of their functions and what they cost.  Taking the program to a higher 
level, the 2011 workshops included more detailed financial information on each 
department so that participants could review and discuss the budget for each.  In both 
years of the Budget Workshops, JCCI was retained by the Mayor’s Office to facilitate the 
discussions.   
 
Alvin Brown, who was a private citizen at the time of the first two years of Budget 
Workshops, attended nearly all of them to observe and learn more about the finances 
of City government.  He has frequently been highly complimentary of the Workshops, 
and now, as Mayor, we are hopeful that he will continue the program during his 
administration.  The Task Force has already communicated with him on that subject, 
urging him to take the Budget Workshops to an even higher level of sophistication. 
 
In addition, significant progress was also realized in the area of expediting the City 
budget process by creating a “preliminary budget” step that provides more time for 
review and analysis.  In November, 2009, the City Council approved modifications in the 
system to require the Mayor to present a preliminary budget to City Council by May 1, 
more than two months ahead of the traditional July 15 presentation of the Mayor’s final 
budget.  The Council is now required to provide its comments on the tentative budget 
by June 30, allowing two weeks for the Mayor to tweak his final budget proposal. 
Previously, the Council had only two weeks to review the budget before being required 
to approve the property tax millage rate that supplies a majority of City revenues. 
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Finally, new software purchased by the City in 2009 and activated in spring 2010 allows 
interested citizens to track spending of various departments, obtain related statistics 
and see how the City is meeting various performance measures (see Appendix 7).   
 
Clearly, the Mayor Peyton administration and City Council leadership took to heart the 
recommendations of the JCCI study related to the need for greater transparency and 
public involvement in the budget process.  They could not have been more cooperative, 
and their actions are applauded by the City Finances Task Force.  Since Mayor Alvin 
Brown attended many of the Budget Workshops over the past two years prior to his 
election and has publicly commended them on many occasions, we are confident that 
he will continue them in some form during his administration. 
 

Evaluation:  Implemented  √    

 
 
Recommendation 4:  Improve Accountability and Oversight 

To encourage the responsible stewardship of taxpayer dollars, the Jacksonville City 
Council should strengthen the TRUE Commission by allocating additional staff resources 
to reinforce its role as the community’s tax use overseer. 
 
Results: 
Subcommittee B, under the leadership of Pat Hannan, undertook a lengthy review of the 
history of the TRUE Commission (Taxation, Revenue, and Utilization of Expenditures), 
including conversations with current and former members, as well as City Council 
members whose idea the TRUE Commission was in the 1980’s.  Members of the 
subcommittee also attended meetings of TRUE Commission committees as observers.   
 
Their conclusion was that the TRUE Commission, if properly structured, can and should 
provide meaningful input to the Mayor and City Council, but a lack of buy-in from 
elected officials has stood in the way of it being as effective as it could be.  The 
subcommittee was not convinced, however, that this was a matter of insufficient staff 
or resources as the JCCI study suggested.  City Council Research Director Jeff Clements 
provides thorough and sufficient staff support for the scope of the TRUE Commission’s 
work. 
 
Instead, the subcommittee identified several initiatives that would strengthen the TRUE 
Commission without committing additional staff or financial resources.  In a spring, 
2010, meeting with then-City Council President Richard Clark and Vice President Jack 
Webb, the subcommittee offered the following recommendations: 

 Within the first year of a new TRUE Commission chairman’s term, identify a 
short list of priorities for the coming year. 
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Result – Mr. Webb, who by fall of 2010 had become Council President, followed 
through by asking TRUE Commission Chair Wes Benwick to establish priorities 

for 2011. √ 
 Extend the terms of the TRUE Commission Chairman from one to two years. 

Result – Commission Chair Wes Benwick is currently completing his second 
year, the result of a policy which calls for a one-year term with an option for a 
second.  In practice, most chairmen will serve two years, but the option 
provides a desirable out in case the chair does not work out or wishes to be 

replaced. √ 
 Require that new members attend at least one TRUE Commission meeting and 

meet privately with the Chairman before being confirmed. 
Result - Chairman Benwick is in the process of formalizing a document for 
prospective new members to fully brief them on TRUE Commission activities 
and priorities.  A training class is also being considered in years when more than 
one new member is added.  Mr. Benwick also meets with each new member 

privately in advance of confirmation. √ 
 City Council should institutionalize quarterly or semi-annual updates from the 

TRUE Commission at Council meetings. 
Result –   We learned that the inconsistent timing of assigned TRUE Commission 
projects argues against a fixed quarterly or semi-annual position on City Council 
agendas.  A better solution is probably for a general understanding between the 
TRUE Commission Chair and the City Council President that sufficient time will 
be allotted when substantive reports are completed and timely.  Some form of 
institutional recognition of this understanding is advisable since the individuals 
serving as Chair and President frequently change.  

 
In important related work assisted by Subcommittee B members, the City Ethics Code   
has been reinserted into the City Charter after a 39 year absence, and significant 
changes strengthening the Ethics Office have been approved and are awaiting 
implementation by Mayor Brown’s administration.  Specifically, the structure and 
administration of the Ethics Office has been improved, resulting in greater autonomy 
necessary for it to effectively perform its stated functions.  These changes represent 
vital advancements in the overall goal of improving the public trust. 

 

Evaluation:  Implemented  √ 
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